
HELLO WORLD!   A global teleport for the low-carbon future

The south-west corner of Arena Green Park 
provides a multimodal arrival experience and 
vibrant public space for visitors.

San Jose meets the 
world

Iconic addition to the city’s skyline.

Connects visitors to exciting virtual destinations.

Uses existing technologies and infrastructure.

Global network of San Jose-branded experiences.



Illustrative Masterplan 

HELLO WORLD!   Local meets global in a vibrant natural setting

Cultural islands
Living with nature
Everyone knows the friendly greeting hello. To 
developers, Hello World! is their first computer 
program. Hello World! welcomes everyone yet 
reflects San Jose’s history of inventing the future.

Leadership
Worldwide ambassador for San Jose’s people, 
culture and businesses.

Urban Icon
Enhances skyline day and night with dramatic, 
low-impact lighting.

Local Service
Pedestrian access to transportation, entertainment 
and employment hubs.

Arts & Entertainment
Global center for performance, installations and 
and public events.

Future Proof
Modular construction allows upgrades and flexible 
repurposing in perpetuity.

Habitat Preservation
Mindful design regenerates riparian environment. 
On- and off-site power generation aims for net-
zero energy impact.

Global Ecology
Mass telepresence encourages transportation 
alternatives.

Financial Sustainability
Capital campaign and flexible business 
model attracts long-term partners.

Values
Advances humanity by building relationships 
across borders.
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Small structural footprints 
minimize impact on habitat 
corridors and ecology.

Elevated pods placed within 
existing clearings retain 
trees and allow space for 
more plantings.

Riparian habitat expands towards 
complex allowing visitors to come 
closer to nature.

Photovoltaic and wind elements integrated into 
outer shells for energy solutions that harmonize with 
architecture and the environment.

Elevated boardwalks provide 
meandering access to pods within 
nature-friendly zones.

Pedestrian friendly perimeter celebrates 
arrival experience while preserving Five 
Skaters, Vietnam Memorial and other 
legacy landmarks.

Structure
Translucent skin offers spectacular 
views of the surrounding area. 
Oculus adds direct view of the sky.

    Facade    
    Birds, bats and insects inhabit the 

outer shells, and structure conducts 
airborne moisture to the watershed.
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    Circulation and access    
    Spiralling pedestrian 

boardwalk organically 
connects exterior 
and interior spaces.

    Connectivity   
    Elevated boardwalk extends visitor 

experience while protecting sensitive 
ecological zones.

Sensitive landscape response
Plan expands ecological 
corridor for local wildlife 
and encourages biodiversity.

  Dramatic lighting minimizes ecological disruption.

Site-through schematic section


